Cosmic microwave background (CMB) experiments that constrain the tensor-to-scalar ratio r are now approaching the sensitivity at which delensing-removing the B modes induced by the gravitational lensing of large-scale structure-is necessary. We consider the improvement in delensing that maps of large-scale structure from tomographic line intensity mapping (IM) experiments targeting 2 < z < 10 could provide. Compared to a nominal baseline of cosmic infrared background and internal delensing at CMB-S4 sensitivity, we find that the addition of high-redshift IM data could improve delensing performance by ∼ 11%. Achieving the requisite sensitivity in the IM data is feasible with next-generation experiments that are now being planned. However, these results are contingent on the ability to measure low-k modes along the line of sight. Without these modes, IM datasets are unable to to correlate with the lensing kernel and do not aid in delensing.
I. INTRODUCTION
Inflationary models generically predict a stochastic background of gravitational waves, which would leave a distinct signature in the polarization of the cosmic microwave background (CMB): a curl-type B-mode pattern. A detection of B modes from recombination would constitute compelling evidence for a period of accelerated expansion in the very early Universe, and the signal strength-parametrized by the tensor-to-scalar ratio rwould probe the energy scale of inflation. CMB experiments are now deploying tens of thousands of detectors to reach the nK sensitivity necessary to detect this potential signal, which peaks at degree angular scales-see Ref. [1] for a comprehensive review.
In addition to the high sensitivity needed and potential instrumental systematics, two astrophysical factors make a detection of primordial B modes difficult. First, Galactic foregrounds such as dust and synchrotron can create B-mode polarization. Since these foregrounds have different frequency spectra from the CMB, multifrequency observations can be used for foreground separation. At the moment the dust signal constitutes the dominant uncertainty in r analyses. The most stringent constraint, r 0.05 < 0.06 at 95 % confidence from BICEP/Keck combined with Planck and WMAP data [2, 3] , has a statistical uncertainty of σ(r) = 0.020. Without foregrounds, this would be σ(r) = 0.006.
Second, even if the Galactic foregrounds were removed perfectly, gravitational lensing of CMB photons by largescale structure converts some E modes into B modes, which have the same frequency dependence as the primordial signal [4] . These lensing B modes add ∼5 µK-arcmin noise to the B-mode maps [5] . While the mean level is well-understood and can be subtracted, the variance remains. Indeed, for future experiments such CMB- * kkarkare@kicp.uchicago.edu S4, which plans to reach σ(r) ∼ 5 × 10 −4 , uncertainty from lensing is projected to dominate [6] .
The lensing B-mode contribution can be removed by delensing-using knowledge of the E modes and the lensing potential to reconstruct and marginalize over the specific B modes created by the intervening matter [7] [8] [9] . The CMB itself can be used to reconstruct the lensing B modes (i.e. internal delensing). Recently the first example of internal delensing was demonstrated [10] , but noise levels for current-generation experiments remain high. While for CMB-S4 this will be the single most effective method, internal reconstruction noise will still prevent us from realizing perfect delensing.
Other tracers of large-scale structure can also be used for lensing reconstruction [11] . In particular, the cosmic infrared background (CIB)-the integrated emission of unresolved dusty galaxies [12] -is known to correlate well with the CMB lensing potential [13] . CIB delensing has been explored in several works [14, 15] and recently the first results, showing nonzero reduction in BB power, have been published [16, 17] . Galaxy surveys also trace large-scale structure and can be used similarly. Ref. [18] showed that significant gains in delensing efficiency can be realized using tomographically-binned galaxy surveys such as LSST [19] .
As CMB experiments advance in sensitivity, it will become increasingly important to delens as efficiently as possible. Since internal delensing will never be perfect, it is worthwhile to understand the additional benefit that other tracers could provide.
The CMB lensing kernel has a broad redshift distribution, peaking roughly at z ∼ 2 but extending out to the surface of last scattering at z ∼ 1100 [20] . The CIB kernel peaks slightly earlier, but does not probe much beyond z ∼ 5. Galaxy surveys are almost all constrained to z < 3, and even extremely futuristic surveys such as SKA will not extend into the Epoch of Reionization (EoR) [21] . At the present, there are few probes of large-scale structure at high redshift-which could be useful in delensing the CMB.
Tomographic line intensity mapping (IM) is a promising technique for measuring large cosmological volumes in three dimensions [22] . By using a coarse beam to detect a spectral line integrated over many unresolved sources, IM can probe the large-scale matter distribution much more quickly than galaxy surveys, which require emission to be above a flux limit. Since the emission is sourced by a known spectral line, the observation frequency determines the redshift.
Several IM surveys are now planned or underway, targeting a variety of lines. The most common is the 21 cm transition of neutral hydrogen (HI). At z 6, experiments such as PAPER/MWA/HERA [23] [24] [25] plan to measure the neutral intergalactic medium during the EoR. At lower redshifts, experiments such as CHIME and HIRAX [26, 27] plan to measure the baryon acoustic oscillations at the advent of dark energy domination (z ∼ 2). A proposed HI "Stage 2" experiments [28] would significantly increase sensitivity between these regimes, from 2 < z < 6. While no high-z detections have yet been made, Ref. [29] detected HI in cross-correlation with galaxies at z ∼ 0.8
Other intermediate-redshift surveys target the 115 GHz J = 1 → 0 rotational transition of CO at z ∼ 3 [30] [31] [32] [33] , including COMAP and AIM-CO [34, 35] . Finally, at z 5, several experiments are targeting the 158 µm transition of ionized carbon-hereafter [CII]-which redshifts to mm wavelengths and can be observed from the ground: TIME, CONCERTO, and CCAT-Prime [36] [37] [38] .
All of these lines could provide high-precision measurements of the dark matter distribution at redshifts higher than those probed by the CIB or galaxy surveys, on the timescale of CMB-S4. While Ref. [39] explored the possibility of delensing with HI intensity maps, their forecast focused on 10 < z < 100, a regime that will be difficult to measure at the necessary depths in the next 10 years.
In this paper, we calculate the improvement in delensing performance that line intensity maps from realistic surveys that could come online in the next decade could enable, taking as a baseline internal and CIB delensing at CMB-S4 sensitivities. In Section II we present the formalism used to determine delensing performance from a set of tracers of large-scale structure and their estimated noise. In Section III we calculate the delensing performance as a function of IM sensitivity for a CMB-S4 experiment, discuss the feasibility of IM experiments to reach these sensitivities, and consider the effects of two classes of foregrounds. We discuss these results in Section IV and conclude in Section V. We find that highredshift IM data could provide a small but noticeable improvement in delensing performance, but with the caveat that smooth-spectrum foreground removal must preserve the cosmological signal along the line of sight.
II. DELENSING WITH TRACERS OF LARGE-SCALE STRUCTURE
Here we review the procedure to calculate delensing performance. We first use a set of external twodimensional maps-either derived from the CMB itself, CIB, or IM datasets-to reconstruct the CMB lensing field, which is a projection of the matter density field along the line of sight to the last-scattering surface. For each of these maps that traces the underlying dark matter differently, we require a redshift kernel W (z) that reflects the sources from which it originates and an estimate of the instrumental noise contribution. From these quantities we compute the correlation coefficient ρ of each tracer with the CMB lensing kernel. Given a set of ρ for multiple tracers, we then assemble an optimal combination that best correlates with CMB. Finally, we compute the reduction in B-mode power associated with ρ and therefore the delensing efficiency.
A. Lensing Kernels
The field that lenses CMB photons is the matter density field δ(χ(z)n, z), where χ is the comoving distance. Projecting a tracer i of the density field along the line of sight, the two-dimensional field is
Each tracer is related to δ differently through its kernel W i (z). The CMB lensing kernel, which we ultimately want to trace, is given by
where χ * is the comoving distance to the last-scattering surface. To model the CIB, we use the kernel from Ref. [40] :
where
with z c = 2, σ z = 2, T = 34 K, and ν = 4955 GHz.
Finally, we model the kernel of IM surveys similarly to galaxy surveys, which are characterized by galaxy counts as a function of redshift. The redshift kernel is
where b(z) is the galaxy bias, T (z) is the line temperature (in units of e.g. µK), and dN/dz characterizes the galaxy redshift distribution. The bias and line temperature can both change with redshift, representing evolution in the underlying galaxies. Since we target specific emission lines, the redshift distribution of an intensity map is completely characterized by the observation frequency. The redshift uncertainty is very small-on the order of the spectrometer resolution. We therefore assume dN/dz is a top hat distribution. Note that IM experiments will survey wide bandwidths and the redshift binning is somewhat arbitrary. In this paper we consider delensing with a combination of three sources: CMB internal delensing, CIB, and IM surveys probing 2 < z < 10. While the IM datasets will be inherently three-dimensional, here we bin in z to produce a set of 2D maps, so that within each map there is no radial information (i.e. our only knowledge in the redshift direction is contained within W (z), which is entirely determined by the frequencies used to make the map). The IM surveys are divided into bins of ∆z = 1 [41] and are divided between a "low" and "high" experiment. "IM low" (2 < z < 6) roughly reflects a survey such as COMAP targeting CO or HI Stage 2, while "IM high" (6 < z < 10) is an EoR survey such as TIME targeting [CII] . The lensing kernels for CMB, CIB, and eight IM bands are shown in Figure 1 . It is clear that IM can offer unique overlap with CMB at high redshifts.
B. Angular Power Spectra, Noise, and Correlation Coefficients
We now calculate the cross-correlation of each tracer with CMB (and every other tracer). For every pair of tracers i and j we compute the angular power spectra
where P (k, z) is the underlying dark matter power spectrum [42] . Noise is modeled by adding a noise power spectrum N to the auto spectra. For CMB internal lensing reconstruction, we use the iterative EB estimator of Ref. [11] to calculate N κκ , which depends on polarization noise level ∆P and beam FWHM θ. For CIB, we add a constant shot noise term from Ref. [43] . For the IM experiments, in each redshift bin we model the noise in the style of a single-frequency CMB map [44] . Given instantaneous per-detector sensitivity σ (e.g. K √ s or (Jy/sr) √ s), independent spectrometer count N s , integration time t, sky fraction f sky , and beam FWHM θ, the noise power spectrum is
The cross-correlation coefficient for any two tracers is
Finally, the ρ for multiple tracers can optimally combined to form an effective correlation that is higher than that of any individual tracer:
where ρ −1 is the covariance matrix of each of the contributing ρ [14] . Figure 2 shows ρ for CIB and each of the IM low and IM high maps (all noiseless-if the N were included, ρ would be lower). We also plot ρ for CIB combined with the IM low and high maps individually, and together. While each IM band correlates less with the CMB than does the CIB, in combination IM could provide a small but tangible improvement over CIB delensing alone.
C. Lensing B Modes and Improvement on r Constraints with Delensing
After delensing with a set of fields characterized by a combined ρ, the residual BB spectrum is
which acts as an additional noise term. Without delensing (ρ = 0), this is a flat spectrum of roughly 5 µK-arcmin. We now ask what improvement on σ(r)-the uncertainty on the recovered tensor-to-scalar ratio r-could be realized with the addition of IM delensing. Given a baseline experiment with uncertainty σ 0 (r) and a delensed experiment with σ d (r), we define an "improvement factor" α = σ 0 (r)/σ d (r). Since both the lensed and residual B-mode spectra are flat at the scales relevant for the r measurement ( < 100), we can approximate the improvement factor as
where we also need to account for noise in the B-mode map N BB [21] . The improvement in delensing performance α with the addition of IM over the baseline casei.e. (α IM − α base )/α base -is the figure of merit quoted as percentages in Section III.
III. RESULTS
In this Section we determine the potential improvement that IM could bring to delensing as a function of the sensitivity of the intensity maps. We then calculate the integration time necessary for planned experiments to detect the IM signal at these depths. Finally, we estimate the degree to which realistic IM foreground mitigation strategies reduce delensing performance.
A. Parametrizing IM Experiments
At the present, the line temperatures and galaxy biases that determine the strengths of potential IM signals are highly uncertain. While there has been a tentative detection of CO at z ∼ 2.5 [45] , a detection of HI in cross-correlation with galaxies at z ∼ 0.8 [29] , and evidence for nonzero [CII] at z ∼ 2.6 [46] , it is still possible that the true signals are significantly fainter at the redshifts of interest for each line. The quantities relevant for calculating ρ-the redshift kernel W (z) (which contains the line temperature and bias) and the noise spectrum N -are degenerate. We therefore parametrize the delensing improvement from IM experiments as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) on the line intensity: a high SNR could be achieved through an intrinsicallybright line or long integration time. In Section III C we will connect SNR to realistic experiments.
For each IM bin, we simply define the signal as the square of the scaling factor bT that converts the redshift kernel into temperature units, and the noise as the whitenoise component of the N :
This should not be interpreted as the signal-to-noise ratio on a power spectrum (SNR per mode), but instead simply as way to parametrize the degeneracy between the unknown line strength and instrument noise. Note that even if the line temperature T and bias b remain constant across redshift, the SNR will decrease at higher z because P (k, z) is smaller at earlier times. Our bins of constant ∆z also map to smaller bandwidths at higher z, making the detector sensitivity worse for the higher redshifts.
To simplify our projections, we assume that T (z) and b(z) remain constant across each of 2 < z < 6 and 6 < z < 10 [47] . In this case the relative sensitivities of the IM bands are fixed: for IM low, if the z = 2.5 bin has SNR = 1, z = 3.5, 4.5, 5.5 have SNR = 0.38, 0.19, and 0.11 respectively. Going forward, the sensitivity of an IM experiment will be referenced to the SNR of the lowest bin in that experiment.
B. Delensing with IM
We now calculate α for a CMB-S4-like experiment that has been delensed with various tracers. While Stage 2 and Stage 3 experiments will also benefit from delensing, reasonably deep IM surveys will likely not become available until well into CMB-S4's lifetime. The results shown in this section are similar for Stage 3 noise levels.
The experiment consists of a deep r survey providing the degree-scale B modes, and a high-resolution delensing survey targeting arcminute scales providing both the source E modes and the internal reconstruction estimate. For the r survey we assume ∆P = 1 µK-arcmin and θ = 15 arcmin, while for the delensing survey we use ∆P = 1.5 µK-arcmin and θ = 1 arcmin. At this sensitivity, the E modes are effectively noiseless-the noise in the delensing survey primarily affects the internal reconstruction. Evaluating the delensing improvement in σ(r) for internal delensing alone we find α = 4.2, and in combination with CIB delensing α = 4.9, consistent with other estimates [18] . This is our baseline, corresponding to removing ∼ 88% of the lensing B modes. IM tracers are now added. Since we expect IM low and IM high to come from different surveys, we evaluate α over a 2D grid in which each are varied independently. Figure 3 shows α as both IM low and IM high are added, as a function of SNR on the lowest-z bin in that survey. The contours indicate the percent improvement in α compared to the baseline case (i.e. α = 4.9).
We see that α can saturate if high enough SNR is achieved, meaning that the noise on the IM measurement is low enough that the ρ curves effectively correspond to those shown in Figure 2 . The saturation α are different if only one IM survey is added: 5.08 (4%) for IM low alone, 5.24 (7%) for IM high alone. These points are reached at slightly different SNRs: ∼ 10 11 for IM low and ∼ 10 10 for IM high. In combination, once both surveys have saturated, a maximum α = 5.43 (11%) improvement over the baseline delensing scenario can be achieved. There is little improvement going beyond the SNRs shown here.
Three additional cases are also considered, in which we continue to delens with IM but remove CIB, internal reconstruction, or both, shown in Figure 4 . In these cases, the baseline α are 4.2 (no CIB), 2.1 (no internal), and 1 (neither CIB nor internal, i.e. IM-only delensing). These cases are less realistic than the primary result in Figure 3 , but represent useful bracketing scenarios in case internal or CIB delensing do not perform as well as ex- TABLE I . Delensing improvement factor α for four delensing scenarios, and potential improvement on α if IM low (2 < z < 6), IM high (6 < z < 10), or both surveys achieve saturated performance (i.e. extremely high SNR). "Int" refers to internal delensing at CMB-S4 sensitivity. The numbers for IM low, IM high, and Both are percentage improvements over the baseline α for that particular scenario. Foreground mode loss is not included.
pected. Improvement factors relative to the baseline α are shown in Table I for saturating IM low, high, and both. These results, which do not take the potential impact of foreground mode loss into account (Section III D), are discussed in more detail in Section IV.
C. Prospects for Future Experiments
We now evaluate the feasibility of measuring largescale structure with IM to the depths required for improving on the baseline CMB-S4 delensing scenario. While any tracer of the dark matter that is localized to the redshift bins considered above will suffice, here we just consider CO/HI for IM low and [CII] for IM high, because pilot experiments targeting these lines are either planned or underway [48] . We use Equation 13 to determine the integration time needed to measure signals of various strengths (informed by models in the literature) to various SNRs. A delensing survey must cover the deep r survey, so we choose f sky = 0.02. Systematics in the IM measurements are not considered here. We defer a discussion of astrophysical foregrounds to Section III D.
For IM low, we first consider a future CO experiment such as COMAP-full [34] , nominally consisting of 500 dual-polarization feeds with system temperature T sys = 35 K. For a measurement from 2 < z < 3, detecting the model of Ref. [34] 
(i.e. a 2 % improvement in α) would take 7.8 yr of integration. While the CO models are still quite uncertain, it is unlikely that the true signal is an order of magnitude brighter than that considered here [49] . Using CO for IM delensing therefore seems difficult, unless significantly more sensitive instruments were to be fielded [50] . Another viable tracer is HI. Here we consider a "Stage 2" dark energy experiment described in [28] , sensitive to 2 < z < 6 with 256 2 6 m antennas and a system temperature T sys = 50 K. For the survey described above, assuming a line temperature and a bias b = 2.08, as described in the appendices of Ref. [28] , we find that to saturate the IM low improvement with SNR ∼ 10 11 requires 4150 h integration time. The full survey would target f sky = 0.5 instead of 0.02 as described here, but even with this reduction in sensitivity over the deep r patch, given the proposed 5 yr extent of the experiment, IM low with HI could provide near-saturated delensing performance.
Finally, for IM high we consider measuring [CII] from the EoR at mm wavelengths. We assume a nextgeneration TIME-like instrument consisting of 1000 spectrometers observing from the South Pole; such a receiver would be possible in the next 5 years using SuperSpec onchip spectrometers [51, 52] . Over the 6 < z < 7 band, using the 50 th percentile South Pole winter precipitable water vapor [53] , the background-limited per-spectrometer sensitivity is 2 × 10 5 Jy √ s/sr. To detect the model of Ref. [54] 
, providing 6 % improvement in α, would require 3.2 yr. This is a reasonable amount of time for a dedicated IM survey.
D. IM Foregrounds
The delensing improvements shown in Figures 3 and  4 have assumed IM measurements with statistical noise only. Real IM surveys will also contend with astrophysical foregrounds, the removal or avoidance of which will likely reduce delensing performance. Here we estimate the potential impact of two types of foregrounds: smooth-spectrum emission and interloper lines.
Smooth-Spectrum
All IM measurements will contain foregrounds that vary slowly in the frequency direction (e.g. Galactic synchrotron and dust, CMB, and CIB), unlike much of the cosmological IM signal. These components preferentially populate low-k modes in the IM data cube. At the same time, since CMB lensing is a 2D projection of a 3D field, the relevant information for delensing is contained along k = 0: the line-of-sight mean density, which we hope to use to reconstruct the lensing kernel with high ρ, likely contains much of the foreground power. IM experiments that aim to measure a power spectrum may simply exclude the low-k , foreground-dominated modes at the expense of sensitivty. But to recover the information relevant for delensing, smooth-spectrum foregrounds must be removed extremely accurately. This is especially acute for HI experiments, in which the synchrotron amplitude is about five orders of magnitude brighter than the expected cosmological signal. In current HI forecasts, a minimum k = 0.02 h Mpc −1 is used as a conservative estimate for exclusion of foreground-dominated modes [28] . Simply excluding these modes would remove any correlation of the HI map with CMB lensing [55] . The additional effect of chromaticity in interferometric measurements, in which sources away from the phase center add spectral structure to form a "wedge" in Fourier space, only adds to the complications of attempting to extract the modes that correlate with CMB lensing from HI data [56] [57] [58] .
Although [CII] experiments will also be subject to continuum foregrounds, the foreground-to-signal ratio is much lower than that for HI [59, 60] . Moreover, at these frequencies there is substantial external information from current and future CMB experiments that are characterizing the CMB, dust, and CIB contributions at extremely high precision. Foreground modeling and direct subtraction-instead of marginalizing over smoothly-varying modes, which would remove the cosmological IM signal-is therefore much more promising for [CII] than for HI [61] . Direct subtraction of foregrounds would preserve the cosmological low-k modes and allow IM maps to correlate with lensing. However, as with HI, if [CII] experiments cannot recover the line-of-sight density, their maps will not aid in delensing.
Finally, it is worth noting that it may be possible to reconstruct the k = 0 modes by leveraging the coupling between the small-scale and large-scale Fourier modes [62, 63] .
Interloper Lines
The second major foreground contaminant, relevant for [CII] from 6 < z < 10, is "interloper lines"-emission from lower-redshift galaxies (primarily in CO) that is redshifted into the observing band. Several mitigation strategies have been proposed, including masking the interlopers and using the anisotropy of the power spectrum when the wrong redshift is assumed to separate components at different redshifts [64, 65] .
Masking the lower-z galaxies is the most straightforward and conservative method, which we explore here. Ref. [66] simulated the effect of identifying the interlopers (from an external survey) and simply removing those voxels from the [CII] map, finding that to reduce the contamination to a level well below that of the [CII] signal, 8% of voxels needed to be masked. Since the structure traced by interloper galaxies is at lower redshift than the signal of interest, the masked voxels are uncorrelated with the structure that lenses the CMB.
To estimate the effect of voxel masking in [CII] surveys, we reduce W (z) uniformly by 8%, i.e. there is no scale dependence. This results in α for [CII] surveys that is ∼ 90% as effective as it was when all modes were measured. Since it may be possible to use internal cross-correlations to more effectively remove line contaminants in addition to the methods described above, this estimate is relatively pessimistic, and leads to the conclusion that interloper line contamination will likely not seriously limit the effectiveness of [CII] IM in B mode delensing.
IV. DISCUSSION
Given the potential improvements shown in Figure 3 , the feasibility arguments in Section III C, and the likely effects of foregrounds in Section III D, what are the prospects for delensing CMB-S4 with IM?
Even with foreground-free IM data from 2 < z < 10, we can only improve upon the baseline CMB-S4 internal + CIB delensing case by 11%. This is simply due to the fact that internal delensing is already extremely effective (and of course traces the CMB lensing kernel perfectly), while CIB has much better overall overlap with the CMB kernel. Moreover, while CIB measurements are already signal-dominated, it will take significant integration time to achieve similar IM depths.
If we had to choose a single IM experiment, we would choose IM high because it saturates to a higher α than IM low. This is due to its smaller overlap with CIB than IM low (Figure 1 ), so it contains more unique information about the lensing potential. To realize a similar delensing improvement with IM low requires significantly more effort.
Smooth-spectrum foregrounds could degrade the ability of any IM dataset to correlate with the CMB lensing field if they are not removed-this aspect is the dominant concern with IM delensing instead of the ability to achieve sufficient map depth. In principle it should be possible to measure the k = 0 modes, but will require modeling and subtracting the foregrounds extremely accurately. The prospects are more promising for [CII] than for HI, because of its higher signal-to-foreground ratio, but it is still unclear whether this is feasible in practice.
Since the baseline is already extremely effective, is it worth delensing with IM at all? Even if foregrounds can be effectively removed, delensing is not particularly compelling as a primary science goal for IM experiments. On the other hand, since these maps will effectively come "for free" as byproducts of the maps used for other sciencee.g. reionization, early star formation, and expansion history measurements [67] -there is no reason not to use them to aid in delensing CMB-S4. Using more tracers means that delensing will be less susceptible to instrumental and astrophysical systematics.
It is certainly possible that internal or CIB delensing will not perform as well as projected: at the extreme map depths required, it is likely that instrumental systematics and complications in foreground modeling will dominate the uncertainty. The CIB redshift kernel is also quite uncertain, and is currently a large source of error in CIB delensing efforts [68] .
Variations on the baseline analysis (Figure 4) illustrate the extent to which IM delensing gains more importance as CIB and internal delensing are alternately removed. If CIB is not used or underperforms, IM low becomes much more important because it is now a unique probe of the lower redshifts. By saturating on IM low the original baseline of α = 4.9 for CIB + internal delensing can be reached. If internal delensing is removed, IM high becomes important again because CIB and IM low are more degenerate. With neither CIB nor internal delensing, even by saturating both IM bands we can only achieve a factor of 2 improvement in α. These results emphasize the critical importance that internal delensing will take on at CMB-S4 sensitivity levels.
Finally, if by the end of its lifetime CMB-S4 has not detected evidence of nonzero r, any additional method of removing the lensing B modes will be crucial for constraining inflationary models-and in this case, since there are few other viable options for probing r at this sensitivity, even a 10% improvement in σ(r) could be valuable [6] .
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have considered the possibility of delensing future CMB experiments with external, highredshift IM data. For two hypothetical experiments, "IM low" covering 2 < z < 6 and "IM high" covering 6 < z < 10, we calculated the improvement in delensing performance that these additional tracers of largescale structure would provide. We take a baseline case of internal CMB delensing at nominal CMB-S4 sensitivity combined with CIB delensing, which corresponds to an improvement in σ(r) compared to the non-delensed case of α = 4.9 (88% of the lensing B modes removed). Without foregrounds, we found that delensing with IM low alone could improve α by at most 4%, and with IM high alone the improvement is 7%. In combination the two tracers saturate at 11% improvement, or α = 5.43.
Achieving the map depths needed for these improvement factors is feasible, but will require next-generation instruments: at low redshifts, a facility such as a "Stage 2" HI experiment would suffice, while at high redshifts an experiment targeting [CII] with ∼ 1000 mm-wave spectrometers could make the measurement (however, these projections are contingent on the line strengths being near the predictions in the literature).
Smooth-spectrum foregrounds are a serious concern. If the k = 0 modes are not measured in the intensity map, either due to foreground avoidance or marginalizing over a component that varies slowly in frequency, the correlation with the CMB lensing kernel is lost and the IM data are not useful for delensing. This will certainly impact HI maps if the "foreground wedge" is avoided; without careful CMB, CIB, and dust subtraction, [CII] data would be similarly affected. CO "interloper lines" in [CII] maps will have a smaller effect, degrading delensing performance by ∼ 10%. At lower redshifts, it likely makes more sense to focus on external delensing using galaxy surveys since they are not subject to the line-of-sight foregrounds [18] .
While the potential improvement in σ(r) over the baseline case we consider here is not large (going from σ(r) ∼ 5 × 10 −4 to ∼ 4.5 × 10 −4 ), it may still be worth using IM for delensing if the foregrounds can be removed precisely. Internal or CIB delensing might not be as effective as forecast, and using maps from different experiments will reduce the effect of systematics. Moreover, if r is small, in the absence of extremely futuristic experiments, delensing as efficiently as possible including all available data will be the only way to continue constraining inflation with B-mode polarization.
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